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Osprey Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Frostgrave - Tales of the Frozen
City, Joseph A. McCullough, Long ago, the great city of Felstad sat at the centre of a magical
empire. Its towering spires, labyrinthine catacombs and immense libraries were the wonder of the
age, and potions, scrolls and mystical items of all descriptions poured from its workshops. Then,
one cataclysmic night, a mistake was made. In some lofty tower or dark chamber, a foolish wizard
unleashed a magic too powerful to control. A storm rose up, an epic blizzard that swallowed the
city whole, burying it deep and leaving the empire as nothing more than a vast, frozen wasteland.
The empire shattered, and the magic of the world faded. As the centuries came and went, Felstad
passed from history to legend and on into myth. Only a few wizards, clinging to the last remnants
of magical knowledge, still believed that the lost city had ever actually existed. But their faith was
rewarded. After a thousand years, the fell winter has passed. The snows have receded, and Felstad
has been uncovered. Its buildings lie in ruins, overrun by undead creatures and magical constructs,
the legacy of the empire's...
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ReviewsReviews

The ebook is simple in go through better to fully grasp. It is actually rally exciting throgh reading through period. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Alexa nder  Ja cobi-- Alexa nder  Ja cobi

Merely no phrases to spell out. I actually have read through and i am certain that i will gonna study once again again later on. You wont truly feel
monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogues are for about should you check with me).
-- Ja iden K onopelski-- Ja iden K onopelski
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